NoMad Las Vegas brings the grandeur
of European casino hotels to Park MGM
with a NoMad hotel, casino, pool, and
NoMad Library and NoMad Bar.
A place of rendezvous and romance,
NoMad Las Vegas mixes elegant
evenings and moments of chance with
extraordinary cuisine and inclusive
hospitality. The design, as in New York
and Los Angeles, is a collaboration with
Jacques Garcia, drawing its inspiration
from the natural desert surroundings
with a nod to the glamour and
playfulness of The Strip.
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ROOMS
Designed by French architect and designer Jacques Garcia, each of the 293
rooms and suites at NoMad Las Vegas are residential in feel and decorated in
his timeless style with a distinct New York sensibility. Every room is appointed
with custom-designed furnishings, original artwork curated by Paris-based
design studio be-poles, Bellino linens, and large flat screen TVs. Many rooms
also feature freestanding pedestal bathtubs and separate water closets.
DINING
NoMad Library and Bar of Nomad Las Vegas are anchored on the same
foundation as our other properties in New York and Los Angeles: grand
experiences rooted in gracious hospitality and modern American cuisine.
Expect a more casual, bar and restaurant anchored in the distinguished
and innovative cocktail program managed by Leo Robitschek and team;
a theatrical ode to classic American fine dining; and a whimsical and
approachable poolside cafe and bar.
CASINO
Under the iconic Tiffany glass ceiling of the former Monte Carlo, the very
first NoMad Casino provides an intimately refined space to play Roulette
and Baccarat. The high-limit gaming floor derives its inspiration from the
old-world glamour of European casinos and the playfulness of our new
home on The Strip. The Casino Bar will showcase expertly crafted cocktails
from acclaimed bar director, Leo Robitschek.
MEETINGS + EVENTS
For meetings, events, and private dining, NoMad Las Vegas offers over 2,000
sq ft of configurable indoor dining, and in the evenings, the entirety of our pool
deck and cafe. Featuring state-of-the-art audio-visual equipment, turn-key event
planning services, and specially catered menus by Chef Daniel Humm, NoMad
Las Vegas can accommodate nearly every type of function — whether it be a
business luncheon, an intimate tasting menu, or a grand gala.
FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL (702) 730-7300

